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DON FEHR TRADES HIS BALL FOR A PUCK
WILL HE CONTINUE TO SCORE?
JoRDAN I. KOBRITZ,' JEFFREY F. LEVINE, 2 AND STEVEN C. PALMER3
I. INTRODUCTION
On June 22, 2009, after twenty-six years as the Executive Direc-
tor of the Major League Baseball Players' Association ("MLBPA"),
Donald Fehr announced his retirement.4 Fehr's tenure as head of
the MLBPA was marked by extreme highs-the average player sal-
ary increased from $289,194 to an average of nearly $3 million dur-
ing his tenure-and lows-the 1994 World Series was cancelled
after the players went on strike in August of that year.5
Shortly after announcing his retirement from the MLBPA,
Fehr agreed to assist the National Hockey League Players' Associa-
1. Jordan Kobritz, J.D., CPA, Professor and Chair of the Sport Management
Department at SUNY-Cortland, received his B.S. from the McDonough School of
Business, Georgetown University, andJ.D. from the Cornell University Law School.
2. Jeffrey Levine, J.D., Adjunct Professor of Sports Law at Phoenix School of
Law, received his B.A. from University of Michigan, Ann Arbor in 2004, and J.D.
and Certificate in Sports Law from Tulane University Law School in 2007. Mr.
Levine is Of Counsel at Singer Pistiner, P.C. and serves as a sports law
commentator.
3. Steve Palmer, J.D., Associate Professor and Chair - Division of Business at
Northwestern Oklahoma State University, received his B.A., MBA and J.D. from
Creighton University.
4. See Fehr Leaving Post after Quarter-Century, ESPN (June 23, 2009, 1:09 PM),
http://sports.espn.go.com/mlb/news/story?id=4278728 (announcing Fehr's re-
tirement from MLBPA and union milestones under Fehr's management).
5. See Maury Brown, MLB Avg Salary Surpasses $3M, Increases Less than 1 % from
2009, BIZOFBASEBALL.COM (Dec.15, 2010, 12:37 AM), http://www.bizofbaseball.
com/index.php?option=com-content&view=article&id=4951:mlb-avg-salary-sur-
passes-3m-increases-less-than-la-from-2009&catid=30:mlb-news&Itemid=42 (pro-
viding index of average player salaries from $289,194 in 1983, Fehr's first year as
Acting Director of MLBPA, to $2,996,106 in 2009, Fehr's last year as Executive
Director of MLBPA); History of the Major League Baseball Players Association, MLB-
PLAYERS.COM, http://mlbplayers.mlb.com/pa/info/historyjsp (last visited Apr. 5,
2012) [hereinafter MLBPA HISTORY] (discussing baseball player wage increase
during Fehr's tenure); Our Top Ten Stories: MLB Strike; Selig Cancels World Series, ST.
& SMITH'S SPORTS Bus. DAILY (Sept. 21, 2004), http://www.sportsbusinessdaily.
com/Daily/Issues/2004/09/ssue-7/Special-Report-Brsbds-1 OTh-Anniversary/
Our-Top-Ten-Stories-MLB-Strike-Selig-Cancels-World-Series.aspx (discussing 1994
World Series cancellation after labor negotiations stalled); see also Shelly Anderson,
Penguins Notebook: Players Praise Fehr's Appointment, PosT-GAZE YTE (Dec. 20, 2010,
12:00 AM) http://www.post-gazette.com/pg/10354/1112169-61.stm (discussing
Pittsburgh Penguins players' optimism that newly minted Executive Director of
NHLPA, Don Fehr, could make similar inroads in player negotiations as he did
while Executive Director of MLBPA).
(521)
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tion ("NHLPA") in revamping its constitution and finding a new
executive director.6 For much of its existence, the NHLPA was the
antithesis of the MLBPA. Hockey players were beset with incompe-
tent and corrupt leadership that had done little over the years to
protect them from the owners.7 They enjoyed fewer benefits and
earned less than their counterparts in the other three major league
team sports: football, baseball, and basketball.
After a year as an unpaid adviser to the NHLPA, Fehr was
elected as the union's executive director.8 The timing could not
have been more fortuitous for the players. Their current Collective
Bargaining Agreement ("CBA"), the only one the players and the
league have had since the end of the 2004-05 lockout that cost the
sport the entire season, is set to expire on September 15, 2012.9
With Fehr at the helm, the players have an experienced and battle-
tested labor executive to lead them for the first time in union his-
tory. This note will point out a number of key issues that are likely
to top the union's agenda in negotiations with the owners, discuss
how Fehr might approach those issues, and predict how those is-
sues will eventually be resolved.
6. Fehr's retirement lasted until November 12, 2009, to be exact. SeeJustin
Piercy, Fehr Agrees to Help NHLPA, CBCSPORTS.CA (Nov. 12, 2009, 8:02 PM), http://
www.cbc.ca/sports/hockey/story/2009/11/12/sp-nhlpa-fehr.html (announcing
Fehr's agreement to participate in search for new NHL executive director and
review of league constitution); see also Canadian Press, Players Hope Fehr Takes Lead-
ership Position with NHLPA, TSN (July 12, 2010, 3:47 PM), http://tsn.ca/nhl/story/
?id=327377 [hereinafter Canadian Press] (discussing Fehr's assistance with
NHLPA Constitution).
7. See Canadian Press, supra note 6 (discussing hiring Fehr in response to
problematic NHLPA administration); see also Anderson, supra note 5 (commenting
that the NHLPA had four leaders since the end of the 2004-05 season and Fehr's
hiring held promise of bringing stability to league); Ken Campbell, NHLPA Brings
on MLBPA Executive Director Donald Fehr to Help Find Kelly Replacement and Draft New
Constitution, HocKEY NEWS (Nov. 9, 2009, 12:37 AM), http://www.thehockeynews.
com/articles/29192-NHLPA-brings-on-MLBPA-executive-director-Donald-Fehr-to-
help-find-Kelly-replacement-and-draft-new-constitution.html (covering Fehr's opin-
ions on NHLPA Constitution and problematic past of NHLPA).
8. See Dave Gross, Donald Fehr Named New NHLPA Boss, NAT'L POST (Dec. 18,
2010, 5:10 PM), http://sports.nationalpost.com/2010/12/18/donald-fehr-named-
new-nhlpa-boss (discussing Fehr's new position as executive director of NHLPA);
see also Piercey, supra note 6 (explaining Fehr's previous involvement with NHLPA
beginning in November 2009).
9. See Craig Custance, Showdown Between Gary Bettman and Donald Fehr Still a
Ways Off SPORTING NEWS (Mar. 3, 2011, 3:36 PM), bttp://aol.sportingnews.com/
nhl/story/2011-03-03/showdown-between-gary-bettman-and-donald-fehr-still-a-
ways-off (stating termination of collective bargaining agreement is September 15,
2012); see also Donald Fehr Officially Takes Over NHLPA with Eye on CBA Talks, ST. &
SmiTH's SPORTS BUS. DAILY (Dec. 20, 2010), http://www.sportsbusinessdaily.com/
Daily/Issues/2010/12/Dec-20/Leagues-and-Governing-Bodies/Fehr.aspx (discuss-
ing issues Febr promises to tackle in his new position).
[Vol. 19: p. 521
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II. THE MAJOR ISSUES CONFRONTING FEHR AND THE NHLPA
Fehr's initial remarks after the announcement of his election
gave little insight into how he will prioritize bargaining issues for
the next round of negotiations with the owners. However, he was
bullish that the two sides will be able to avoid a labor stoppage. 0
Not surprisingly, when pressed by the media, Fehr was tight-lipped
and failed to "reveal [any] specifics" of what he and his member-
ship considered as key negotiating issues for the next CBA.11 When
asked directly what the players have for concerns, Fehr demurred,
saying,
I think what's fair to say is there are a lot of things that
they would like to see examined with the way things are
working now and then following that, try to make a judg-
ment on if they want to try to change them, and if so, to
what . . .. It would be unfair at this point to go beyond
that.12
No one expected Fehr to provide full disclosure and tip his hand
even before the negotiating process with management began, but
some of the material issues to be addressed by the next CBA can be
easily identified, including (A) revenue sharing, (B) escrow pay-
ments, (C) international player participation, (D) the salary cap,
(E) roster sizes and guaranteed contracts, (F) unrestricted free
agency, (G) player safety, (H) division realignment, (I) long-term,
front-loaded contracts, (J) Fehr's successor, and (K) negotiating
strategy.
A. Revenue Sharing
A major issue going into the 2012 negotiations revolves around
revenue sharing. The league has flourished financially since the
2004-05 lockout. League revenues have progressively increased
from one season to the next and, with the much fought-over salary
cap and floor being tied to league revenues, player salaries have
10. See Jeff Z. Klein, The N.H.L. Players Union Votes to Appoint Fehr as Its Leader,
N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 18, 2010, at SP7, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2010/12/
19/sports/hockey/19fehr.html (discussing Fehr's negotiation ideas for NHLPA).
11. See Mike Brehm, Don Fehr Overwhelmingly Approved as NHLPA Chief USA
TODAY (Dec. 18, 2010, 10:17 PM), http://www.usatoday.com/sports/hockey/nhl/
2010-12-18-don-fehr-named-nhlpa-executive-directorN.htm (describing Fehr's
vague answers in response to questions about CBA).
12. Id.
2012] 523
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also steadily risen since the lockout.'5 While player costs have in-
creased at a similar rate for each NHL franchise, revenues for indi-
vidual teams have not increased in lockstep with payroll. This
imbalance in team revenue is becoming a major topic of discussion
among owners as the next CBA looms.
One solution to this imbalance is to increase revenue sharing
among teams. The major opposition to this approach may not
come from the NHLPA, but rather from infighting between large
and small market teams.14 Proponents of increased revenue shar-
ing are likely to find strong resistance from owners of marquee
teams that enjoy the highest local revenues, such as the New York
Rangers, Montreal Canadians, and Toronto Maple Leafs.' 5 Fehr
embraced the broad revenue sharing model adopted in baseball,
perhaps in response to the MLBPA's adamant opposition to a salary
cap in Major League Baseball ("MLB"). He may wish to do the
same in hockey.
It should be noted that less total revenue exists in hockey than
in baseball, $2.8 billion to $7 billion in the 2010-11 NHL season and
the 2010 MLB season, respectively.' 6 The dearth of national reve-
nues in hockey in comparison to other major league team sports,
and a wide local revenue disparity among NHL teams virtually guar-
antees that increased revenue sharing will be a major topic of dis-
cussion in the upcoming CBA negotiations.' 7
13. See Kurt Badenhausen, Michael K. Ozanian & Christina Settimi, Hockey's
Most Valuable Teams, FORBES (Dec. 1, 2010, 6:00 PM), http://www.forbes.com/
2010/11/30/leafs-rangers-canadiens-business-sports-hockey-valuations-10-most-val-
uable-teams.html (noting difference salary cap has made in league revenues).
14. See id. (discussing discrepancies in affluence between big and small mar-
ket NHL teams).
15. See id. (explaining why these teams are included among wealthiest in
NHL).
16. See Tripp Mickle, NHL Expects Total Revenue to Top $2.7B, ST. & SMITH's
SPORTS Bus. DAILY (June 28, 2010), http://www.sportsbusinessdaily.com/Journal/
Issues/2010/06/20100628/This-Weeks-News/NHL-Expects-Total-Revenue-To-
Top-$27B.aspx (reporting that NHL generated $2.7 billion in revenues during
2009-10 season); see also Best-Ever Business Year Highlighted by Record Revenue, NHL
(Apr. 13, 2011, 6:54 PM), http://www.nhl.com/ice/news.htm?id=559630 (estimat-
ing that NHL is expected to top $2.9 billion in revenue for 2010-11 season); Pat
Lackey, MLB Revenue Sharing Dips Slightly in 2010, AOL NEws (Dec. 22, 2010, 11:44
AM), http://www.aolnews.com/2010/12/22/mlb-revenue-sharing-down-slightly-
in-2010 (reporting that MLB revenues increased to $7 billion during 2010 season).
17. See Badenhausen, Ozanian & Settimi, supra note 13 (describing large
profit disparity between various teams in NHL). But seeJ. C. Bradbury, Encouraging
the Poor to Stay Poor, N.Y. TIMEs, Aug. 28, 2010, at SP2, available at http://www.
nytimes.com/2010/08/29/sports/baseball/29score.html (noting revenue-sharing
system in MLB created disincentive to win).
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While revenue sharing could prove to be a more contentious
topic among the owners, it is an issue that has consequences for
both owners and players. The players are likely to embrace an ex-
pansion of revenue sharing in an effort to allocate greater resources
to teams that are struggling to meet the payroll floor (the salary
floor for the 2010-11 season was $43.4 million and increased to
$48.3 million for the 2011-12 season).18 Those organizations, along
with a number of teams in small markets, are likewise expected to
support an expansion of revenue sharing. The 2005 CBA prevents
teams that are either (1) in a market with a minimum of 2.5 million
television homes, or (2) are among the top fifteen clubs with the
highest gross revenues, from participating in revenue sharing.19
Thus, franchises such as the New York Islanders, New Jersey Devils,
and Anaheim Ducks cannot participate in the revenue sharing pro-
cess because their respective markets are too large.20 Even so, all of
those teams claim to be losing money.21
In an interview with SNY Point Blank in December of 2010,
Deputy NHL Commissioner Bill Daly said the revenue sharing sys-
tem would be addressed in the negotiations on the next CBA.22
The elimination of a number of teams from the revenue sharing
system is "'probably a technicality, although it's an intentional tech-
nicality of how the revenue sharing system was originally con-
18. See NHL Salary Cap Set at $59.4 Million for 2010-11 Season, TSN (June 23,
2010, 4:52 PM), http://www.tsn.ca/nhl/story/?id=325481 (indicating that salary
floor for 2010-11 season was $43.4 million and that floor increased to $48.3 million
for 2011-12 season); see also Adam Gretz, Teams Still Need to Reach Salary Floor, CBS
SPORTS (July 11, 2011, 3:54 PM), http://eye-on hockey.blogs.cbssports.com/mcc/
blogs/entry/27694626/30585199 (highlighting teams that have not reached salary
floor).
19. See Collective Bargaining Agreement Between National Hockey League and Na-
tional Hockey League Players'Association, NHL, at 164-66 (July 22, 2005), http://www.
nhl.com/cba/2005-CBA.pdf [hereinafter NHL CBA] (describing player compen-
sation cost redistribution); see also Collective Bargaining Agreement FAQs, NHL.com,
http://www.nhl.com/ice/page.htm?id=26366 (last visited Apr. 6, 2012) [hereinaf-
ter CBA FAQs] (highlighting generally asked questions about NHL collective bar-
gaining agreement).
20. See CBA FAQs, supra note 19 (citing clubs that receive revenue sharing
must operate in markets with 2.5 million or fewer television-viewing households);
see also Christopher Botta, Daly Says N.H.L. Revenue Sharing May Change, N.Y.TIMES
(Dec. 17, 2010, 12:23 PM), http://slapshot.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/12/17/daly-
says-n-h-l-revenue-sharing-may-change (noting that Islanders, Devils, and Ducks do
not qualify for revenue sharing).
21. See NHL Team Values 2010, FoRBEs.coM, http://www.forbes.com/lists/
2010/31/hockey-valuations-10-_rank.html (last visited Apr. 6, 2012) (listing NHL
2010 team values).
22. See Botta, supra note 20 (citing NHL Deputy Commissioner stating reve-
nue sharing "will likely change in next collective bargaining agreement").
2012] 525
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structed under the CBA,' Daly suggested."2 3 "The concept was that,
if you play in a large media market .. . you should not qualify for
revenue sharing in part because of what your local media rights
opportunities are."24 The parties who fashioned the current CBA
did not contemplate the great recession that began in 2008. Now,
the parties may hold a different opinion on how the revenue shar-
ing provision should be crafted.
While some owners are desperate for a change in the revenue
sharing provision to allow less wealthy teams to compete with the
large market teams, a number of owners may view a change in the
revenue sharing "technicalities" as a matter of rewarding teams for
incompetence, in effect, welfare for those who fail to maximize
their local revenue generating opportunities. Therefore, although
players may find support from a number of owners on the topic of
revenue sharing, the issue may end up being more of a battle pit-
ting owner against owner rather than players against owners, some-
thing Fehr encountered during his role with the MLBPA. Look for
the parties to ultimately compromise on the issue, allowing clubs
who struggle even in large markets to participate in revenue shar-
ing at some level as a means to remain competitive for player
services.
B. Escrow
Under the current CBA, players receive 57% of league reve-
nues, which means that unlike the situation that exists in MLB, the
amount allocated to player salaries in the NHL is a function of
league revenue.25 To ensure that salaries do not exceed the agreed
upon percentage of league revenues and to hedge against lower
than expected revenue projections, players are required to place a
percentage of their bi-weekly paychecks in escrow. 2 6 Escrow pay-
ments were 17% of each paycheck at the beginning of the 2010-11
23. See id. (explaining teams' lack of participation in revenue-sharing system).
24. Id.
25. See NHL CBA, supra note 19, at 193-97 (detailing league-wide player
compensation).
26. See NHL Hoping for Peaceful Labor Talks in Year Leading to CBA Expiration,
ST. & SMITH'S SPORTS Bus. DAILY (June 17, 2011), http://www.sportsbusinessdaily.
com/Daily/Issues/2011/06/17/Leagues-and-Governing-Bodies/NHL-Labor.aspx?
hl=NHL%20escrow%2017%20percent&sc=0 (discussing disagreements over es-
crow requirements as potential issue in collective bargaining agreement negotia-
tions); see generally NHL CBA, supra note 19, at 195 (outlining escrow payment
requirement).
[Vol. 19: p. 521
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season, although that figure was later reduced to 13.5% based on
actual revenue receipts.27
Although league revenues have increased each year since the
lockout, players have repeatedly voiced their dislike of the escrow
arrangement. 28 They view the escrow system as forcing them to re-
turn money to the league "because some teams overspent and the
difference has to be made up by taxing the players." 29 Despite this
frustration with the escrow system, the NHLPA cannot argue that
members have not benefitted from increased player salaries as a
result of steadily rising league revenues. The salary cap has risen
from $39 million dollars in 2005-06, the year coming out of the
lockout, to $64.3 million in 2011-12, a nearly 65% increase in six
years.30 The escrow system was implemented as part of the salary
cap, which is linked to league revenues. Therefore, escrow cannot
be viewed in a vacuum.
It is unclear how Fehr views escrow and how much importance
his union will place on revising the system in the upcoming CBA.
Even so, the league will undoubtedly seek to maintain the escrow
system in some fashion in the new agreement. Escrow serves as pro-
tection from a potential revenue shortfall that, in its absence, might
otherwise force teams to recover salary from players individually.
The escrow system may also act as a security blanket which allows
teams to spend more freely on player payroll without fear of ex-
ceeding the salary cap, a mindset which may contribute to in-
creased player salaries.
27. See Kevin Paul Dupont, Think ofAll-Star Game as Money in the Bank, BOSTON
GLOBE (an. 30, 2011), http://www.boston.com/sports/hockey/bruins/articles/
2011/01/30/think of all-star game-as-moneyinthebank/?page=full (detail-
ing increases in NHL revenue attributable to increased advertising and ticket
sales); see also NHL CBA, supra note 19, at § 49.5(d) (stating requirement to place
portion of salary in escrow).
28. See Andrew Gross, NHL, Union Hope to Avoid Work Stoppage, BERGEN RE-
coRD (June 17, 2011), http://www.northjersey.com/sports/124054394_NHL_
unionIhope-to-avoidbrawl.html?csort=1 (quoting player's disapproval for cur-
rently required 17 % of salary escrow payments).
29. See Fehr Could Play Key Role in NHLPA Decision On Salary Cap Inflator, ST. &
SMITH'S SPORTS Bus. DAILY (June 21, 2010), http://www.sportsbusinessdaily.com/
Daily/Issues/2010/06/Issue-193/Leagues-Governing-Bodies/Fer-Could-Play-Key-
Role-In-NHLPA-Decision-On-Salary-Cap-Inflator.aspx?hl=nhl%20player%20escrow
%20payments&sc=0 (noting that escrow system is "a growing source of discontent"
among players).
30. See 2009-10 Salary Cap Set at $568 Million, NHL.com (June 26, 2009),
http://www.nhl.com/ice/news.htm?id=431786 (discussing history and current sta-
tus of NHL player salary cap); see also NHL Salary Cap Rises $4.9 Million to $64.3
Million, NHL.com (June 23, 2011), http://www.nhl.com/ice/news.htm?id=566927
(detailing rise in salary cap and payroll allotments).
5272012]
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C. Player Participation in International Competition
Another issue that will undoubtedly be addressed in the negoti-
ations is the participation of NHL players in the 2014 Olympics in
Sochi, Russia. The current CBA contained commitments for NHL
players to play in the 2006 and 2010 Winter Olympics, along with
the annual IIHF World Championships. 31 All future international
contests appear to be open for negotiation at the discretion of the
two sides. Most players seem to favor such participation, but the
league has remained non-committal. 32 One reason for the NHL's
uncertainty may be the widespread disagreement among owners on
how much Olympic hockey exposure benefits the league. This disa-
greement is further complicated when weighed against the finan-
cial loss incurred by the league and its member franchises when the
NHL is required to shut down for a period of two weeks to accom-
modate the Olympics. 33
The excitement and interest in Olympic hockey is obvious; but
the question remains whether the enthusiasm generated by the
tournament is transferrable to NHL games. Put another way, it is
unclear whether the NHL can convert the casual Olympic fan who
tunes in for these quadrennial contests into a loyal, money-spend-
ing, NHL fan. In large part, much of the excitement generated by
Olympic hockey is due to nationalism rather than to a great passion
for professional hockey or specific NHL teams. Differences also ex-
ist between the Olympic and NHL game. The brand of hockey
played in the Olympics-a larger ice surface, less physical play, and
more wide-open style-is different from the game that is played on
NHL rinks-a smaller ice surface, more physical style of play, and
tighter checking. Therefore, fans of Olympic-style hockey may not
transfer their interest to the NHL, and it may not be worth the
NHL's financial risk - not to mention the risk of player injury-to
allow player participation in such tournaments.
31. See NHL CBA, supra note 19, at § 24 (outlining restrictions and provisions
regarding player participation in Olympic and other international games).
32. See Ken Campbell, THN at the Olympics: KILL Poised to Offer Kovalchuk Huge
Contract, HOCKEY NEWS (Feb. 27, 2010, 3:55 PM), http://www.thehockeynews.com/
articles/31789-THN-at-the-Olympics-KHL-poised-to-offer-Kovalchuk-huge-contract.
html (detailing talks between KHL and NHL, although no resolution has yet been
reached over ability of NHL contract players to participate in Olympic games for
non-US teams); see also Mike Morreale, Bettman: No Olympic Decision is Imminent,
NHL.com (Feb. 18, 2010, 1:31 PM), http://www.nhl.com/ice/news.htm?id=518
135 (discussing lack of imminent decision by NHL to allow player participation in
upcoming Olympic games).
33. See Morreale, supra note 32 (weighing interests of NHL and team owners
in allowing players to participate in Olympic games).
[Vol. 19: p. 521
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D. The Salary Cap
While players will address their key issues during bargaining on
the next CBA, owners are also expected to look for a number of
concessions from the players. One area of interest to owners may
be revisions to the salary cap system. Although the owners forfeited
an entire season to obtain a hard salary cap, not all teams have been
profitable since the lockout. As many as sixteen NHL franchises are
reportedly still losing money despite a CBA containing a salary cap,
a device that was touted as a means to create "cost certainty." 3 4 One
reason the CBA is not achieving the level of cost certainty desired
by owners may be due to the system the league uses to allocate reve-
nues. Currently, 57% of NHL revenues are guaranteed to the play-
ers, an amount used to calculate the salary cap.35 In an effort to
reduce the tide of red ink, owners can be expected to seek a reduc-
tion in the percentage of league revenue used to calculate the sal-
ary cap, which, if achieved, will also slow the increase to the league's
salary floor.
As mentioned, franchises have seen substantial increases in the
salary cap and floor since the post lockout 2005-06 NHL season.36
This dizzying increase has, for the most part, occurred in the midst
of the worst recession in decades.37 Management may argue that
substantial changes must be made to the CBA that are designed to
prevent some teams from wild spending in order to reach the salary
floor.3 8 Despite this, a number of hockey insiders predict that the
salary cap will fall at some point, which would require some teams
34. See NHL Team Values 2010, supra note 21 (listing teams and their respec-
tive revenues); see also Roger I. Abrams, Sports Law Issues Just over the Horizon, 3 VA.
SPORTS & ENT. L.J. 49, 61 (2003) (describing Commissioner Bettman as having
"steadfast adherence to goal of 'cost certainty"' in discussing NHL inevitable con-
flict with NHLPA).
35. See NHL CBA, supra note 19, at § 50.4 (explaining calculation method for
salary cap amount); see also Collective Bargaining Agreement FAQs, supra note 19 (dis-
cussing range of individual salaries and total team payroll).
36. See NHL Salary Cap Rises $4.9 Million to $64.3 Million, NHL.coM (June 23,
2011, 6:21 PM) http://www.nhl.com/ice/news.htm?id=566927 (noting that since
2005-06 season, salary cap has risen for fifth consecutive year from $39 million to
$64.3 million).
37. See Hefty Rise in Salary Cap Bringing NHL Back to Pre-lockout Days, OTTAWA
CITIZEN (June 30, 2011), http://nhlnortheast.posterous.com/hefty-rise-in-salary-
cap-bringing-nhl-back-to (explaining that minimum amount that NHL team must
spend has increased by 130% during recent U.S. recession).
38. See id. (predicting that some low-spending teams will take on big contracts
to reach salary floor rather than to improve team).
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to shed salary.39 In that event, the owners' perceived disparity be-
tween the salary cap and the salary floor may no longer be an issue.
Of course, any reduction in the percentage of league revenue
that goes to the players may lead to lower average salaries. That
possibility suggests Fehr and the union will be very reluctant to ca-
pitulate on this issue. While it is unlikely that Fehr will oppose the
continuation of a hard salary cap in the next CBA, he may agree to
a revision of the salary cap system if the players receive concessions
from owners on other key issues. One such compromise may in-
clude an adjustment between the salary cap and the floor. If the
percentage of revenue going to the players is reduced, and a corre-
sponding increase in the salary floor is agreed to, the highest paid
players may take a hit while the salaries of lower paid players may
actually increase. Such an adjustment, if tied to increased revenue
sharing, may be palatable to a majority of owners. How to address
that issue will undoubtedly be on the agenda for both parties dur-
ing the next CBA negotiation.
In addition, after the NFL and the NBA were successful in roll-
ing back the percentage of league revenues allocated to player sal-
ary in their respective new CBAs, NHL owners will likely attempt to
accomplish the same thing in negotiations with their players. 4 0
Even so, it took a lockout in both the NFL and NBA, with the loss of
almost twenty percent of the 2011-12 NBA season, to convince the
players to accept less revenue.4 1 Whether NHL owners have the will
to engage in another lockout so soon after the 2004-05 lockout re-
mains to be seen.
A related issue is what constitutes the base in the NHL, defined
as "hockey-related revenue," which is used to compute the portion
of revenue allocated to player salaries. In every league where play-
ers receive a percentage of league revenues in salary, a certain
amount of revenue is excluded from the computation. In 2011, the
39. See id. (quoting Boston Bruins general manager Peter Chiarelli as stating
"[w]e're planning for [the salary cap] to go down. So, we try to be conservative.").
40. See Chris Mortensen, Sources: 48 percent share for players, ESPN (June 22,
2011, 10:54 AM), http://sports.espn.go.com/nfl/news/story?id=668 74 85 (report-
ing that negotiations between NFL and football players successfully reduced play-
ers' share of total revenue from 60% to 48%); see abo Larry Coon, Breaking Down
Changes in New CBA, ESPN, http://espn.go.com/nba/story/_/page/CBA-111128/
how-new-nba-deal-compares-last-one (last visited Apr. 6, 2012) (reporting that ne-
gotiations between NBA and basketball players successfully reduced players' share
of total revenue from 57% to 51.15%).
41. See Heat, Mavericks to be tested early, ESPN (Dec. 7, 2011, 1:03 AM), http://
espn.go.com/nba/story/-/id/7324752/nba-schedule-miami-heat-microscope-
again-national-tv (describing shortening of NBA 2011-12 season to sixty-six games
due to lockout).
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NHLPA exercised its right to conduct an audit of select clubs for
the first time.42 Reports indicate that union auditors discovered un-
reported revenues from the previous season. In addition, the own-
ers and players disagree on whether the $25 million paid to the
league by Glendale, Arizona each of the past two years to keep the
Phoenix Coyotes in town should be considered hockey-related reve-
nue.4 3 The dispute delayed the issuance of escrow refunds to the
players as well as the distribution of additional revenue sharing to
teams that qualified for it.
E. Roster Sizes and Guaranteed Contracts
Other issues that owners are likely to raise during negotiations,
and the union will undoubtedly be prepared to respond to, are ros-
ter sizes and guaranteed contracts. A number of teams hardly use a
fourth line in today's game, and eliminating three players from the
roster could both save teams money and increase the average salary
of the remaining players. The union is unlikely to be receptive to
such a move, however, because it would cost some players their
jobs. The same is true for guaranteed contracts. The only major
league professional sport without guaranteed contracts is football.
Fehr's experience in baseball, where all contracts are guaranteed,
suggests that the union would highly contest a move that would
eliminate guaranteed contracts.
F. Unrestricted Free Agency
Teams may also seek to adjust the age for unrestricted free
agency. Currently, players are eligible for unrestricted free agency
once they reach age twenty-seven or after having spent seven years
in the league.44 Teams receive no compensation for losing an un-
restricted free agent. Those rules are arguably more favorable to
the players in the NHL than the free agent rules in existence in
MLB, where some teams may be entitled to compensation for the
loss of a free agent. That holds true despite the fact that baseball
players can be unrestricted free agents after only six years of Major
League service. Another issue involving player compensation that
42. See Larry Brooks, NHL Union Gets 'Book' Smart, N.Y.POST (Nov. 13, 2011,
12:46 AM), http://www.nypost.com/p/sports/more-sports/nhl-union getsbook
_smartqgUyqQpJRx5p36FawOdh7K (reporting that first-ever audits of certain
clubs uncovered unreported revenues from 2010-11 season).
43. See id. (stating that dispute over $25 million and unreported revenues are
holding back revenue-sharing checks from players and owners).
44. See NHL CBA, supra note 19, at § 10.1 (describing requirements of un-
restricted free agency).
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ownership may wish to revise is salary arbitration, which has helped
escalate player salaries in the NHL, although not to the extent that
it has in MLB.4 5
G. Player Safety
Both sides may use these upcoming negotiations to address ad-
ditional player safety issues. One safety issue that has recently taken
center stage concerns "blind side hits" and targeted blows to the
head, which are becoming increasingly common in professional
hockey.4 6 In recent seasons, the league has seen a growing number
of skilled players miss significant time due to brutal hits delivered to
the receiving player's head. One costly example of this trend is,
perhaps the best player in the league, Pittsburgh Penguins center
Sidney Crosby, who missed significant time due to headshots he sus-
tained back in early 2011.47 In response to this trend, the league
adopted a new rule that includes a specific "major" penalty for such
hits.48 The league's new chief disciplinarian, Brendan Shanahan,
has sought to aggressively enforce the new rule in an effort to dis-
courage players from engaging in conduct which, because it has
45. See M.R. CARROLL, THE CONCISE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF HOCKEY 136 (John
Erkes-Medrano ed., 2001) (describing effect of salary arbitration on NHL player
salaries).
46. SeeJeff Z. Klein, Hit Is Still Affecting Player and League, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 17,
2010, at B17, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2010/11/17/sports/hockey/
17rangers.html (explaining blind side hit on player Marc Savard resulted in criti-
cism of NHL chief disciplinarian and three days later general managers voted to
recommend supplementary discipline for blind side hits to head); Cam Cole, Note
to NHL: Concussion 'Hysteria' Won't Blow Over, VANCOUVER SUN (Dec. 14, 2011),
http://www.vancouversun.com/sports/Note+concussion+hysteria+blow+over/586
0747/story.html (describing stricter NHL rules on blows to head intended to com-
bat concussions); see also NHL Suffering Loss of Crosby, Giroux, SI.com (Dec. 14, 2011,
1:39 PM), http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/2011/hockey/nhl/ 12/14/sidney.
crosby.claude.giroux.ap/index.html (explaining that despite stricter head blow
rules, key players are missing playing time this season due to concussions).
47. See Pierre LeBrun, Group to Study Issue, Report in March, ESPN (Nov. 11,
2009, 8:33 PM), http://sports.espn.go.com/nhl/news/story?id=46 4 5119 (explain-
ing NHL general managers agreed to study idea of making blindside hits illegal
and citing incidences of hard hits on players); see also Dave Molinari, On the Pen-
guins: Rule 48 Doesn't Go Far Enough, PrrrSBURGH POST-GAZETTE (Jan. 23, 2011),
http://www.post-gazette.com/pg/11023/1119827-61.stm (describing concern
over hit on Sidney Crosby and possibility of rule changes).
48. See Brian Hunter, New Rule on Head Hits Designed to Curb Concussions, NHL.
coM (Oct. 5, 2010, 4:34 PM), http://www.nhl.com/ice/news.htm?id=539622 ("Ille-
gal checks to the head, defined as 'a lateral or blind side hit to an opponent where
the head is targeted and/or the principle point of contact is not permitted,' will
now be subject to a five-minute major penalty and automatic game misconduct, as
well as possible supplemental discipline if deemed appropriate by the League.");
see also NHL, RULE 48 - ILLEGAL CHECK TO THE HEAD, http://www.nhl.com/ice/
page.htm?id=64063 (last visited Apr. 6, 2012) (posting text of rule of Rule 48).
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sidelined some of the league's most skilled players, has the poten-
tial to negatively affect the game's marketability. 49 Time will tell if
this new rule on hits, "Rule 48," will be effective in legislating head-
shots and blind side hits out of the game or if collective bargaining
is necessary to resolve the issue.
An emerging issue that is almost as polarizing as headshots is
the physical and psychological toll that fighting seems to take on
NHL players.50 Fighting became a more pressing issue after three
former NHL enforcers passed away within a four-month period in
2011; each player's death was presumably linked to the physical and
mental impact fighting had on the player over his career.51 While
fighting is unlikely to be legislated out of the game, the physical
and mental hazards of being an "enforcer" may lead to discussions
between labor and management concerning post-career treatment
and benefits to players. An outright ban on fighting could poten-
tially erase a roster spot currently allocated to a fighter, something
the union would undoubtedly oppose.
H. Division Realignment
Another issue was raised in December of 2011 after the
league's owners approved a radical realignment plan that was de-
signed to relieve the travel burden on teams in the central and west-
ern time zones. The league approved a four-division configuration,
49. SeeJeff Z. Klein, Shanahan Is Enforcing the Rules with Gusto, N.Y. TIMES, Sept.
29, 2011, at B12, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2011/09/29/sports/
hockey/in-the-nhl-shanahan-is-enforcing-rules-with-gusto.html (listing instances of
Shanahan's strict enforcement including suspensions and fines).
50. See Hazards, Risk Don't Deter NHL's Enforcers, USA TODAY (Oct. 19, 2011,
2:56 PM), http://www.usatoday.com/sports/hockey/nhl/story/2011-10-19/
hazards-for-nhl-fighters/50828852/1 (explaining new debate about fighting and
enforcers in hockey following death of three players known for "dropping the
gloves").
51. SeeJohn Branch, A Brain 'Going Bad, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 6, 2011, at B13,
available at http://www.nytimes.com/2011/12/06/sports/hockey/derek-boo-
gaard-a-brain-going-bad.html (explaining enforcer Derek Boogaard suffered brain
disease related to Alzheimer's before death from alcohol and prescription pill
overdose); see also Sean Gregory, After the Derek Boogaard Tragedy: Why the NHL
Should Stop the Fights, TIME (Dec. 9, 2011), http://www.time.corn/time/nation/arti-
cle/0,8599,2101997,00.html (suggesting removing fighting from NHL would help
avoid future tragedies of NHL enforcers); see also John Branch, A Deadly Riddle,
N.Y. TIMEs, Sept. 2, 2011, at B10, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2011/09/
02/sports/hockey/deaths-of-three-nhl-players-raises-a-deadly-riddle .html?page
wanted=all (stating increased concern over C.T.E. and emotional issues after re-
cent deaths of three enforcers).
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two with eight teams and two with seven teams.52 In announcing
the plan, NHL Commissioner Gary Bettman was adamant that the
change did not require union approval.53 However, a union
spokesperson was equally as adamant that realignment does require
an agreement between the league and the NHLPA.5 4 Such is, in
fact, the case in the MLB, where the MLBPA must approve any re-
alignment, and Fehr may wish to include an ironclad clause in the
next CBA that will leave no doubt as to the union's role in future
NHL realignment.55
I. Long-Term, Front-Loaded Contracts
An additional issue likely to be addressed in the upcoming
2012 negotiations concerns the attempt on the part of some teams
to circumvent the league's salary cap. This subject became an issue
when teams began signing players to front-loaded, long-term con-
tracts that stretched out a large sum over many years, lowering the
average yearly salary and allowing teams to remain below the salary
cap.5 6 Using this approach, teams could still pay top dollar to at-
tract talent, but the immense wage being paid to a player during
the prime of his career could be spread out over the length of the
contract. In some instances, these wages would amount to an ex-
cess of eight million dollars per year at the peak of the contract.
This resulted in lowering the average cap hit to a relatively manage-
52. See NHL Approves Radical Realignment Plan, ESPN (Dec. 6, 2011, 10:13 PM),
http://espn.go.com/nhl/story/ /id/7321214/nhl-approves-radical-four-confer-
ence-alignment-plan (explaining impact of realignment).
53. See id. (explaining NHL commissioner, Gary Bettman, stated that he
would discuss realignment with union before implementation but does not require
NHLPA approval, which NHLPA disputes).
54. See id. (arguing, in contrast to NHL commissioner, that agreement be-
tween league and NHLPA must be reached).
55. See Buster Olney, The Possibility of MLB Realignment, ESPN (June 12, 2011,
8:59 AM), http://insider.espn.go.com/mlb/blog?name=olney-buster&id=66535
25&action=login&appRedirect=http%3a%2f%2finsider.espn.go.com%2fmlb%2f
blog%3fname%3dolney-buster%26id%3d6653525 (noting that MLBPA has had
"veto power" in MLB's structure for years).
56. See Luongo Signs 12-Year Extension, ESPN (Sept. 3, 2009, 5:27 PM), http://
sports.espn.go.com/nhl/news/story?id=4439836 (describing Vancouver Canucks'
twelve year contract with Roberto Luongo for sixty-four million dollars); see also
NHL Investigating Hossa's Contract with Blackhawks, USA TODAY (July 31, 2009, 9:26
PM), http://www.usatoday.com/sports/hockey/nhl/blackhawks/2009-07-31-
hossa-contract-investigation N.htm (discussing whether Marian Hossa's twelve-
year, $62.8 million dollar contract violates NHL's salary cap); see also Pierre
LeBrun, Hossa, Blackhawks Agree on Deal ESPN (July 2, 2009, 1:24 AM), http://
sports.espn.go.com/nhl/news/story?id=4300131 (detailing specific terms of Mar-
ian Hossa's contract with Chicago Blackhawks).
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able level. In practice, however, it was highly unlikely that the
player would play throughout the contract's entire term.
The issue of long-term contracts came to a head in July 2010
when the New Jersey Devils signed franchise free agent sniper, Ilya
Kovalchuk, to a stunning seventeen-year, $102 million deal.5 7 The
contract, if completed in full, would keep Kovalchuk in uniform
until he was forty-two years old, an incredibly advanced age for a
professional hockey player.5 8 The Kovalchuk deal, which was the
fourth blockbuster deal of its kind in the NHL salary cap era, failed
to gain league approval.5 9 In rejecting the contract, the NHL
claimed it was merely a circumvention of the salary cap.60 The
NHLPA then filed a grievance over the NHL's decision.61 Ulti-
mately, the two sides reached an agreement on the structure of
long-term deals in the NHL. 6 2 Despite the agreement, such con-
tracts may continue to be an issue in the future.63 Therefore, ex-
pect the sides to incorporate language into the next CBA that
memorializes the rules governing long-term player contracts and
salary cap compliance.
57. SeeJoe Yerdon, Ilya Kovalchuk's Stunning Contract with the Devils: By the Num-
bers, NBC SPORTS (July 19, 2010, 8:41 PM), http://prohockeytalk.nbcsports.com/
2010/07/19/ilya-kovalchuks-stunning-contract-with-the-devils-by-the-numbers
(describing specifics of Ilya Kovalchuk's contract with New Jersey Devils).
58. See id. (noting that Ilya Kovalchuk's contract with New Jersey Devils was
scheduled to last until year 2027).
59. See NHL Rejects Kovalchuk Contract for Salary Cap Circumvention, SPORTS NET-
woRK (July 21, 2010, 1:20 PM), http://tsn.ca/nhl/story/?id=328025 (stating that
NIHL rejected Ilya Kovalchuk's contract with New Jersey Devils because it violated
NHL's salary cap).
60. See NHL Rejects Kovalchuk Deal, ESPN (July 21, 2010, 8:06 PM) http://
sports.espn.go.com/new-york/nhl/news/story?id=5397588 (concluding that NHL
rejected llya Kovalchuk's contract because "years of low salary at the end of the
contract were added for the sole purpose of lowering the cap hit").
61. See NHLPA Files Kovalchuk Grievance, SPORTS ILLUSTRATED (July 26, 2010,
2:25 PM), http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/2010/hockey/nhl/07/26/
kovalchuk.grievance/index.html (providing reasons for NHLPA's decision to file
grievance against NHL).
62. See NHL, NHLPA Reach Agreement Governing Long-Term Contracts Kovalchuk
Contract Registered, (Sept. 4, 2010) (on file with author), available at http://www.
nhlpa.com/News/Media-Releases/Details.aspx?R=40FD97CD-4FC9-44F-B1 22-
9D3665909841 (discussing terms of agreement reached between NHLPA and
NHL).
63. SeeJames Mirtle, Burke: Richards Deal Amounts to Cap Circumvention, GLOBE
& MAIL (July 6, 2011, 12:02 PM), http://www.theglobeandmail.com/sports/
hockey/leafs-beat/burke-richards-deal-amounts-to-cap-circumvention/arti-
cle2088365 (arguing that issue regarding front-loaded, long-term NHL contracts
"will almost certainly be a major topic of deliberation when negotiations toward a
new collective agreement begin next year").
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J. Fehr's Successor
An internal union issue certain to be on Fehr's agenda is the
designation of his successor as head of the NHLPA. Based on his
public comments following his election, Fehr is likely to retire once
the next CBA is in place. 6 4 Ideally, Fehr will be looking for some-
one with a hockey and labor background to succeed him. If no
perfect candidate exists, Fehr could instead select a former NHL
player who has shown an interest in and a commitment to union
affairs to serve as his understudy during CBA negotiations. Union
membership could select that individual to succeed Fehr, but even
if another person were elected as executive director, an individual
experienced in the CBA process, one who was at Fehr's side
throughout the 2012 negotiations, would be available in union
headquarters to assist the new executive director. One potential
candidate to succeed Fehr as Executive Director of the NHLPA is
former NHL defenseman Mathieu Schneider, who has served as
Fehr's special assistant since February 2011.65
Given the amount of time, effort, and emotion that Fehr has
invested in the NHLPA to date, it is unlikely that he will leave the
selection of his successor to chance. It would also make sense for
Fehr's successor to serve with him in order to learn the nuances of
labor law and the same negotiating tactics that Fehr learned from
former MLBPA Executive Director Marvin Miller while Fehr served
as counsel to the MLBPA prior to succeeding Miller as executive
director.
Another of Fehr's likely goals before he leaves the NHLPA is to
create a relationship with the owners similar to the one he left be-
hind when he retired from the MLBPA. Fehr is associated with
multiple work stoppages in baseball during his time at the union,
most notably the 1994 strike that resulted in the cancellation of the
1994 World Series.66 Despite this, one must also note that he re-
64. See Jeff Z. Klein, Fehr Expects to Lead Hockey Union in Talks Toward Labor
Deal N.Y. TIMES, Sept.12, 2010, at 3, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2010/
09/12/sports/hockey/1 2nhl.htrnl?ref=sports&pagewanted= (reporting that Fehr
commented that "I'm 62 years old, so my working life is finite" and "the expecta-
tion is I will be around through the negotiations if that's in everybody's interest
and if things work out").
65. See Mathieu Schneider joins NHLPA Staff ESPN (Feb. 23, 2011, 5:34 PM),
http://sports.espn.go.com/nhl/news/story?id=6152080 (listing name of former
assistant).
66. See History of the Major League Baseball Players Association, MLB PLAYERS,
http://mlb.mlb.com/pa/info/history.jsp (last visited Apr. 6, 2012) (detailing
strike); see also 1994 Strike Was a Low Point for Baseball, ESPN (Aug. 10, 2004), http:/
/sports.espn.go.com/mlb/news/story?id=1856626 [hereinafter 1994 Strike]
(describing strike).
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tired from the MLBPA after sixteen years of uninterrupted labor
peace, something that many observers thought was impossible to
achieve during the early years of labor unrest in MLB.6 7 After the
1994 strike, a labor stoppage that cost the owners an estimated one
billion dollars in lost revenues and the players hundreds of millions
in lost wages, Fehr helped create an environment of cooperation
from which both parties have continued to prosper.68 Baseball rev-
enues increased from $1.3 billion in 1995 to over $7 billion in
2010.69
In hockey's salary cap era, NHL owners and players must ex-
hibit the same level of cooperation that has been displayed by MLB
and its players since the 1994 strike. The fact that players receive a
fixed percentage of league revenues in the NHL serves to create a
partnership between the parties: the greater the league revenues,
the greater the player salaries. Therefore, it behooves both sides to
bargain cooperatively in the next round of CBA talks with the ulti-
mate goal being to grow league revenues around the globe.
K Negotiating Strategy
The tone of these negotiations may be different from the one
that led to the 2004-05 lockout and subsequent owner-friendly CBA.
Although the union's executive director during the lockout, Bob
Goodenow, was arguably the best leader the NHLPA ever had, he
has been rightfully criticized for taking a hard-line approach with
the owners without a viable alternative negotiating strategy.70 On
the defensive from almost the onset of negotiations, he staked his
67. See Fehr Leaving Post after Quarter-century, ESPN (June 23, 2009), http://
sports.espn.go.com/mlb/news/story?id=4278728 (describing career and retire-
ment announcement).
68. See 1994 Strike, supra note 66 (Aug. 10, 2004), http://sports.espn.go.
com/mlb/news/story?id=1856626.
69. See Richard C. Levin, George J. Mitchell, Paul A. Volcker & George F. Will,
The Report of the Independent Members of the Commissioner's Blue Ribbon Panel on Baseball
Economics, MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL 1, 15 (July 2000), http://mlb.mlb.com/mlb/
downloads/blue_ribbon.pdf (valuing MLB's total revenue as $1,384,985,100 in
1995); Maury Brown, Revenue-Sharing in Major League Baseball Totals $404 Million for
2010, Biz OF BASEBALL (Dec.22, 2010), http://www.bizofbaseball.com/index.php?
option=com content&view=article&id=4973:revenue-sharing-in-major-league-base-
ball-totals-404-million-for-2010&catid=30:mlb-news&ltemid=42 (valuing MLB's to-
tal revenue as $7 billion in 2010).
70. See Andy Bernstein, Bettman, Goodenow Bet Their Legacies on Hard-line Posi-
tions, STREET & SMITH's SPORTSBUSINESS J. (Sept. 6, 2004), http://www.sportsbusi-
nessdaily.com/Journal/Issues/2004/09/20040906/Labor-Agents/Bettman-
Goodenow-Bet-Their-Legacies-On-Hard-Line-Positions.aspx (describing labor
agreement between NHL Commissioner Bettman and NHLPA boss, Bob
Goodenow).
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entire strategy during the 2004-05 lockout on a no salary cap plat-
form.7 1 He had no apparent "Plan B" that might have salvaged a
portion of the season and a portion of his membership's lost
wages.72
Fehr is unlikely to make the same mistake in his negotiating
strategy with the owners. Based on his track record with the
MLBPA, Fehr is likely to have a number of options and scenarios
prepared on each issue prior to embarking on negotiations with the
league. According to Fehr, those negotiations are unlikely to com-
mence until the spring of 2012, giving him ample time to prepare
the union's strategy and educate its membership.73
III. CONCLUSION
Today, the NHLPA finds itself in a position not unlike that of
the MLBPA in 1966 when Marvin Miller agreed to represent the
fledgling baseball players' union. The NHLPA finally has the sta-
ble, competent and knowledgeable leader it has yearned for since
its inception and Fehr has one more opportunity to cement his leg-
acy as a labor leader. If Fehr can accomplish for hockey players
even a fraction of what Miller was able to accomplish for baseball
players, he will have done them a great service in addition to en-
hancing his reputation as one of the greatest, if not the greatest,
sports labor leaders of all time.
It remains to be seen how much Fehr can accomplish on be-
half of hockey players in the brief time he is expected to represent
71. SeeJeffrey F. Levine & Bram A. Maravent, Fumbling Away the Season: Will the
Expiration of the NEL-NELPA CBA Result in the Loss of the 2011 Season?, 20 FORDHAM
INTELL. PROP. MEDIA & ENT. L.J. 1419, 1452 (2010) (discussing NHL's hiring of
former SEC Chairperson Arthur Levitt to prepare finances audit of league reve-
nues and losses report); see alsoJoshua M. Liebman, Tip Your "Cap" to the Players:
2007-2008 Off-Season Reveals NHL's Salary Cap Benefits on Players, 16 SPORTS LAw. J.
81, 91-92 (2009) (discussing Levitt Report).
72. See Gross, supra note 8 (discussing lack of alternative strategy). The hockey
world may not have heard the last of Goodenow. During Fehr's conference call
with reporters on December 18, 2010, he invoked Goodenow's name as an exam-
ple of a leader who accomplished much for the players. Whether Goodenow is just
a cherished union memory, a confidant of Fehr's, or an active participant in union
affairs, remains to be seen. There is no doubt that Goodenow's recounting of his
experiences as union head, especially his dealings with the players and the owners,
would be of great benefit to Fehr as he prepares for the upcoming negotiations on
the CBA. See id. (contemplating Goodenow's involvement in CBA negotiations).
73. See Custance, supra note 9 (describing timing of negotiations); see also Don-
ald Fehr Officially Takes Over NHLPA With Eye On CBA Talks, ST. & SMITH'S SPORTS
Bus. DAILY (Dec. 20, 2010), http://www.sportsbusinessdaily.com/Daily/Issues/
2010/12/Dec-20/Leagues-and-Governing-Bodies/Fehr.aspx (discussing Don
Febr's new leadership of NHLPA).
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them as Executive Director. There are many issues that the league
and players must resolve without endangering the impressive
growth the NHL has enjoyed since the end of the 2004-05 lockout.
Nevertheless, given his successful track record with the MLBPA, it
seems certain that the NHLPA and the players will be better off
when Fehr leaves the union than they were when he first agreed to
assist them as an unpaid volunteer.
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